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1. Motivation

I would like to begin my talk with the conclusion of the

last workshop on Burning Plasma Experiment at UCLA. Until

several years a^r>, a lot of conceptual designs of commercial

and experimental, power reactors had been carried out to define

the engineering problems of the fusion reactors. But unhappily

these issues gave some illusion to those who consider fusion

research rather optimistically. At that ti^ie, a committee was

org- ,ized to study the time schedule of fusion reactor develop-

ment. The conclusion of this working group was not published

because they could not find out any realistic scenario to bridge

p]isma physics and fusion engineerings. This is one of the moti-

vations to commerce on INTOR design, but we considered INTOR was

still too ambitious concept to connect both sides of cliff as

shown in Fig. 1. It is a really necessary step to bridge plasma

physics and fusion engineering by means of messenger wire like

burning plasma experiment to meet this requirement. Project TFTR

and active operation of JET started tc challenge burning plasma

experiment rather long ago, but ZEPHYR and R-project followed

them with clearer definition to this directir

2. Procedures

The first paper of reacting plasma experiment was reported

during UCLA workshop in December 1980. The proposed parameters

of R-tokamak are as shown in Table 1. Because IPP is the
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central institute of plasma physics for all of the Japanese

plasma scientists, although it is attached to Nagoya Uni-

versity, already initial stage of planning, working group

of scientific committee of IPP were very active especially

for plasma physics aspect. At the same time university

linkage organization especially for fusion engineering

category, carried out a lot of contributions to R-tokamak

design. Items of special grant-in-aid for universities

are as follows:

(1) Material research group incl. PMI, ceramic coating,

fabrication processes(e.g. weldering) and neutronics,

(2) Tritium science group incl. tritium handling, tritium

balance, biological effect of tritium,

(3) Superconducting magnet technology,

(4) Plasma physics and science,

(5) System studies incl. environmental problems, reactor

system.

Based on activities of these groups, R-project has been

organized since last April.

The project consists of four teams, namely

(1) R-tokamak design,

(2) Research and development,

(3) Site and facilities, and

(4) International collaborations.

Detail descriptions will be followed in this meecing, so I

shall briefly introduce them here.
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Activities of design team are summarized in Table 2.

R^-phase experiment corresponds to burning plasma experiment

without D + T fuels while R2-phase with D + T fuels. Wa

have just finished one reference design after the proposal

of scientific committee of IPP Nagoya.

Intensive efforts have been carried out by R + D team

as described in the followings.

(1) Wall material developments + vacuum system

developments,

(2) Tritium system developments,

(3) Neutronics,

(4) Remote control technology developments,

(5) Pulsed super conducting magnet development,

(6) Negative ion source developments,

(7) a-particle diagnostics developments.

These R + D efforts aim to meet present requirements from

design team, and also intend to have some future extensions

from wide scope.

The problems concerning site and major facilities are also

important subjects for burning plasma experiment, because

tritium handling, neutron and y~^ay sky shines, activations

of devices cause-impact to surrounding area. In Fig. 3,

I shall show you a plan of building and facility arrangement

at the site.

About one year has passed since we organized R-tokamak

project and now we are entering into the second stage of the
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work. It is very timely to have a workshop to discuss and

optimize R-tokamak in light of burning plasma experiment.

3. Aims

Perhaps it is rather premature to speak with the aims of

burning plasma experiment before discussing in this workshop.

But I would like to recollect now what kind of aims we have

set at the UCLA workshop.

The aims of burning plasma experiment are to inlet tritium

into the fusion device and to study burning plasma physics.

This point is a really large jump from present status of experi-

ment and they can be summarized as follows:

(1) to study burning plasma physics,

(2) to build up of D + T fusion plasma and develop

advanced plasma science consideration to reduce

engineering stresses,

(3) to introduce fusion engineering considerations at the

initial stage of investigation so as to perform

reasonable experiment with D + T fuels, and

(4) to perform reliable and reproducible operation like

a high energy particle accelerators.

During the last workshop at UCLA, burning plasma experiment

without D + T fuels also have been discussed. Of course this is

an important subject if we carry out the experiment under good

problem definition, however, to do experiment with D + T fuels

with real fusion devices is more important because each problem
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coupled together strongly. This point is essential because we

consider burning plasma experiment as a necessary step to

engineering feasibility studies. At this moment we have

a lot of problems to be solved from both sides of plasma physics

and fusion engineering, like how to perform U(50%) + T(50%)

discharge in R-tokamak and so on. From the stand point of

fusion engineering, wall loading of both heat and neutron

are a serious problem especially for toroidal magnetic fusion

devices. Thermal loading of R-tokamak is like INTOR but

neutron loading is of course less than INTOR. Moreover, from

the consideration of tritium inventory, small sized machine

is preferable to big one. These directions connect well to

future engineering feasibility study to obtain higher energy

density machine than we now imagine. In order to realize

commercial fusion reactor, this means that we must have wall

materials which can withstand 40MW-year/m2 ox more, to meet

net energy balance problems. Also it is noticable that we

can acknowledge the burning plasma experiment is a sort of

preliminary investigations for advanced fuel problems to

understand fusion produced charged particle behaviors.

Besides rather near term aims of burning plasma experiment,

we must mention other aspect. At present, a lot of people

believe that fusion work is a kind of enterprise. But really

it still reftiains at the stage of scientific research. One

of the important objects is to establish the concept of

fusion physics namely we must have clear representation for

tokamak reactor through burning plasma experiment and judge
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whether we can proceed further or we must store the concept

inside the refrigerator until new idea comes.
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Fig. 1. Relation between Plasma Physics and Fusion Engineering
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1. Accommodation
2. Computer Building
3. Office Building
4. Dormitory
5. Generator Hall
6. Substration
7. Tritium Laboratory
8. R-Project Buildings
9. Cooling Towers

10. Accelerator Facility
11. AI Project Buildin?
12. AL Project Building
13. AT Project Building
14. Workshops
15. Pool
16. Monitoring Station

Fig. 2. Site Boundary and Location of Main Facilities
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Major Radius

Plasma Radius

Toroidal Fields

Plasma Current

Discharge Time

<kTi>AV

<ni>AV

Q

Tritium Inventory

Plasma Cross-section

Divertor

2.1 m

0.6 m

5 T

1.8 MA

1.5 sec

5 keV

5 * 1019/m3

*• 0.3

*» 10 g

Circular

None

Table 1. Tentative Parameters of R-tokamak
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PHASE I DESIGN

* Standard design with stainless steel vacuum vessel

* "Reference" to the other alternative designs.

PHASE I ALTERNATIVES

Low activation tokomak with aluminum alloy vessel

* Reduction of the activation level by means of low

activation materials such as aluminum alloy

for vacuum vessel and toroidal coils.

* Easy maintenance of the device with low grade

remote-handling technics.

SC coil tokamok

* Long pulse operation.

* Reduction of the power consumed in toroidal &

poloidal coil systems.

High field tokamak

* Enhancement of the Q-value by magnetic compression.

* Physics study over wide parameter region of plasmas.

Table 2. Phase I design and its alternatives
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